Solving the Artifact Problem with New Sponges
One of the biggest reasons why Techno-Aide takes such great pride in our work is the fact that we are not only
a radiology supply company but we're also a manufacturer. For so many of our products, we are there from
creation to distribution. It's easy to have confidence in your product when you know where it came from and
what went into the process of making it. That's why we are so excited to begin offering our new artifact-free
positioning sponge. Why does being a manufacturer offer many advantages? So glad you asked.
Heeding the Call
Listening to the wants and needs of customers is vital for any quality manufacturer. We understand problems
facing technologists, and we make sure that our products exist to make lives easier. In the case of radiology
positioning sponges, it was painfully obvious that there wasn't a solution to the problem of artifacts being left
behind by positioning aids. Wouldn't it be great if there was a radiolucent positioning sponge that leaves no
artifacts? (That's a rhetorical question, because we all know the answer is yes!) One of the great thing about
manufacturing products is that we can answer these questions by putting out real, tangible solutions ourselves.
Getting it Right
Some medical supply companies are dependent on the quality of the product given to them by a third-party
manufacturer. If the product is inadequate, then it is out of their control. We don't have that problem. We
work hard to ensure that our product fills the needs of technologists. There was no sponge on the market that
was artifact-free, easy-to-clean and actually provided stability to the patient undergoing testing. So, we took it
upon ourselves to get it right.
Presenting it to the World
Another great perk of being your own manufacturer is the excitement of giving the world a brand new product
that is unlike anything else on the market. To be able to contribute to the radiology community by offering a
revolutionary product like our radiolucent positioning sponges is truly an honor. We're sure that those trying
these positioning aids will see huge benefits to daily work life, and we couldn't be happier about that. Our NEW
designs are based on feedback from people that work in the field of Imaging every day and our products exist
to solve their problems. Try our new artifact-free positioning sponges and we promise you'll see exactly what
we mean.

